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In this session

• teenagers and reading

• intensive and extensive reading

• developing reading skills

• using literature
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Students in the spotlight
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What are their strengths and weaknesses?

• Speaking

• Listening

• Reading

• Writing

• Use of English

• Vocabulary

• Pronunciation



Teaching reading skills

Is it a priority?

How important do you think it is in your teaching?
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Extremely 

important

Quite 

important

Not too 

important



Two kinds of reading
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intensive extensive



Intensive reading

When do we do it in real life?
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a specific goal
to get 

information
real-life needs



Intensive reading

In the classroom
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Creating a 

reason to read

Setting a clear

and  achievable

task



Before reading

Anticipating content

Who are these people? What do they have in common?
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Developing reading skills

Truncated texts
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What is the text 

about?

What is the 

actual title of the 

text?
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Developing reading skills

Predicting answers – does it help?
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Engaging with the text
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Make students

respond to texts

Encourage them to

think critically.



Checking understanding

Paraphrasing
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Paraphrase the extract…

…in clear, simple English
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Paraphrase the extract…

…in clear, simple English
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Detect or differentiate?

Understanding words in context
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Extensive reading

Reading for pleasure
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Extensive reading

When do we do it in real life?
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to switch off to browse for fun



Challenges and obstacles

A 16 year-old student confesses
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What about your students?



How much do your students read?

Do they read in L1?
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Do they read in English?

L1 

L2

R

R/S/W/L



The benefits of extensive reading
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“…research demonstrates that students who 

read extensively also make gains in overall 

language proficiency.”

Richard R Day



Getting students to read

Magnet and hook
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Magnet and hook

Images

Can you guess the title?

a.) Oliver Twist

b.) David Copperfield

c.) Hard Times
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Magnet and hook

Images and text
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Magnet and hook

Extract and title
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Exploiting texts
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Focusing on accuracy

Dictogloss

• Remove the text from view

• Dictate it quite slowly

• Students listen and take notes

• Repeat it

• Students try to re-construct the text from their notes

• Compare with the original
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Creative writing activity

A senses poem

When I am in the forest,

I see…

I hear…

I smell…

I taste…

I feel…
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Focusing on accuracy

Translation

Translate from English into L1

*wait*

Translate back from L1 into English
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Combining business and pleasure?

A workable compromise

• Literature insight

• In the workbook

• Use flexibly

• Language focus

• Skills extension
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In this session

• teenagers and reading

• intensive and extensive reading

• developing reading skills

• using literature
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